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37x inflation in larger experiments![1]

The Internet is slow?!
A toy experiment

•$ wget theoatmeal.com                490ms (fetch size 20KB)

•The lower bound is the speed of light! (c-latency)

•Washington DC (client) to Portland (server) roundtrip

•7,560 kilometers (c-latency = 25ms)

•20x inflation!

2[1] Bozkurt et al. "Why is the internet so slow?!." International Conference on Passive and Active Network Measurement. 2017.
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3-4x median inflation for delivering a single packet! 
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cISP = ISP operating at the speed of light
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Web server

Client

5

Circuitous routing

Fiber is not line-of-sight straight

Glass has higher propagation delay
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Microwave networks used by the High Frequency Trading industry

•Latency arbitrage

•Millions of dollars for a 
millisecond or less

•Some operate at within 
1% of c-latency

World’s fastest wide-area networks

Price changing event 
happens in Chicago

Trader in New York 
finds out first

Trader buys/sells at ‘old’ 
price in New York

Photo from wired.com 6

https://web.archive.org/web/20160229162318/https://www.wired.com/2012/08/ff_wallstreet_trading/
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•Switching latency within a few microseconds 

•1Gbps bandwidth achievable 

•Average cost: 

•$75K ($150K) for a 500Mbps (1Gbps) link 

•$100K for a new tower 

•Lots of usable towers are already there!
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Bandwidth?

Cost?

Tower placement?

Resilience?
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120 largest population centers

Gravity model traffic matrix
Tower data from FCC and others

Terrain data from NASA
InterTubes fiber map[3]
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cISP for the United States 
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Identify feasible hops 
Select shortest links
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1.05x c-latency on average

$0.81 per GB over 5 years

4Gbps link 9Gbps link fiber1Gbps link
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But wait, will this really work in practice? 
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How does a real MW network perform?
McKay Brothers network performance

•Machines connected over 1140 km long microwave network

•Round-trip time of 7.7ms (1.3% inflation at c-latency=7.6ms)

•At least 120Mbps Bandwidth

•Bit errors and packet loss

• High packet loss rate with no error correction

• Median underlying bit error rate of 10–5

• Can be corrected with lightweight FEC
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Is MW resilient to 
weather in practice? 
What the markets show

•Events in Chicago (stimulus) trigger 
trades in New York (response)

•Latency is lag between stimulus and 
response

•Some MW networks were always up

•Bad weather correlated with latency 
increase
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Does cISP provide cost-effective benefits to applications?
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•Measured page load time (PLT) with CDN cache emulation

•For traffic over cISP, latency reduced to 0.33x

•PLT reduction by sending traffic over cISP: 42%

•Idea: split traffic over cISP and traditional Internet

•Upload only (10% bytes): 21%

•Small packets only (10% bytes): 28%
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Cost and benefit per GB
At 3000 towers and 100Gbps, cISP cost estimate is $0.81 per GB

18

Web search

Numbers from 
Google

$1.84 per GB

E-commerce

Numbers from 
Amazon

$6.8 per GB

Gaming

Numbers from 
VPN services

$3.7 per GB
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More goodies

•Issues of integrating cISP into the Internet

•On speed mismatch and pacing of regular vs. 
cISP traffic

•Alternative deployment models

•cISP design for continental Europe

•and more…
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Thank you
To coauthors, collaborators, reviewers, our shepherd George Porter, and you!

See more at cspeed.net

Questions?
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